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an industry leader’s guide to making Lyft and Uber work for you in less than five years. Ridesharing has grown from nonexistence into a billion dollar industry. Uber now has two million drivers in the United States. Lyft has seven hundred thousand and both show no signs of slowing down despite the large number of drivers. Uber and Lyft provide little in the way of help for new drivers who complain that there is a lack of guidance when starting out. Harry Campbell, founder and director of the Rideshare Guy blog and podcast, and a driver himself, can help. The Rideshare Guide offers a comprehensive and engaging handbook for current and prospective rideshare drivers. Learn how to decide between Uber and Lyft, maximize passengers and profits, maintain a five-star rating, keep safe and interact appropriately with passengers, navigate legal matters and tax codes. Campbell explains these and much more, also including funny, shocking, and bizarre tales from the road. Whether you are thinking about becoming a driver or a veteran wondering about UberPool and tax help, The Rideshare Guide by the Rideshare Guy has the answers. New release 2019: Thinking about becoming an Uber driver and/or Lyft driver you have questions? Let’s cut right to the chase. This book how to be a Lyft and Uber driver the unofficial driver’s manual doesn’t waste any time repeating content found on the
Uber and Lyft websites this first of a kind book documents everything the author wished he knew before his first trip as a Lyft and Uber driver. All of how to be a Lyft and Uber driver the unofficial driver's manual content is dedicated to helping you have a successful rideshare driving business earning maximum income with no stress. There are other rideshare driving books on Amazon. Why buy this book for that matter? Why buy a book at all? Why not just go to the Uber Lyft website, sign up, qualify, then go out and drive from the author? If rideshare driving is such a great gig, then why do 50% of new drivers quit less than 30 days after their first trip as a driver? At the end of a year, over 90% have stopped being a rideshare driver. An even better reason to buy this book comes from a 2018 research report from Stanford University Graduate School of Business showing that rideshare drivers with over 2,500 lifetime trips earn on average 14% more compared to new drivers. After reading this book, you'll know at least as much as a driver with 2,500 trips, meaning you'll earn more than enough to pay for the small cost of this book soon after you get out on the road and start completing your own trips. How to be a Lyft and Uber driver the unofficial driver's manual is well researched and professionally written thanks in part to the author's 15 years experience in Corporate America as a data analyst, technical writer, training content developer as well as a technical training presenter and training coach. Wylee Post's professional profile on LinkedIn shows the content of How to Be a Lyft and Uber Driver the Unofficial Driver's Manual is drawn from the author's real-world experiences driving for Uber and Lyft in Denver, Colorado since April of 2016 and completing over 13,000 trips as a driver. This book How to Be a Lyft and Uber Driver the Unofficial Driver's Manual and the companion book Driving for Uber and Lyft How Much Can Drivers Earn provide the previously missing rideshare driver employee success manuals and they are laser-focused on helping new and existing drivers realize the claim of...
Rideshare driving being the ultimate side gig simply the best available content for succeeding at being an Uber driver and Lyft driver. She's sitting on a secret with thousands of Uber and Lyft rides under her belt. Uber Diva offers a bird's eye view of what it's really like to work as a rideshare driver. She also instructs passengers on how to avoid getting spanked with a 1-star rating. Meet the freaks, learn the equipment, and see how this diva survived when a drunk driver t-boned her car based on true rideshare experiences in the San Francisco Bay area. Uber Diva includes educational chapters answering these burning questions: What kind of insurance is needed as an Uber driver? What equipment will be necessary before drivers start driving? How is Uber different than driving for Lyft? What's the etiquette for passengers? What about driver and passenger safety? This book is the author's personal opinion and does not necessarily reflect the views of the companies mentioned in the book, including Uber, Lyft, Google, Apple, or Twitter. She's sitting on a secret with thousands of Uber and Lyft rides under her belt. Uber Diva offers a bird's eye view of what it's really like to work as a rideshare driver. She also instructs passengers on how to avoid getting spanked with a 1-star rating. Meet the freaks, learn the equipment, and see how this diva survived when a drunk driver t-boned her car based on true rideshare experiences in the San Francisco Bay area. Uber Diva includes educational chapters answering these burning questions: What kind of insurance is needed as an Uber driver? What equipment will be necessary before drivers start driving? How is Uber different than driving for Lyft? What's the etiquette for passengers? What about driver and passenger safety? This book expresses the author's personal memories and opinion and does not necessarily reflect the views of the companies mentioned in the book, including Uber, Lyft, Google, Apple, or Twitter. This book is not affiliated with the online jewelry retailer Uber Diva. What do you do when Colorado College girls get naked in the back of your car? How do you...
deal with unruly or even dangerous passengers millions of people hare now using rideshare companies for their everyday travel to work business meetings getting home from nights out and a hundred other day to day needs and as you can probably imagine there are millions of back stories that accompany those rides some funny some sad and some that are just plain crazy in this book the backseat drivers of rideshares impart some of their more unusual tales that are guaranteed to make you laugh yell and wonder what the heck goes through some people s minds from two college girls changing in the back seat and discussing their plans for their night in graphic detail to the dangers posed by carjackers and the kindness of strangers the stories offer a snapshot of life at its wackiest and what it s like when you re behind the wheel and dealing with it get a copy of the backseat and you ll never look at your rideshare driver the same way ever again are you ready to stop living paycheck to paycheck do you want to own your time rideshare companies like uber and lyft offer a new world of opportunities for millions of people you ve heard about it but maybe don t know where to start life gets busy the bills stack up and instruction manuals aren t provided just a few years ago mukon ngoyi wore these same shoes she was working three jobs and struggling to pay the rent these days she s one of the highest rated drivers around mukon earns 90 000 a year and is known as the hustlin hummingbird of the rideshare game making it to the top wasn t easy though that s why mukon wants to share the hard lessons she learned on the road her debut book hustlin hummingbird is not only about her own rags to riches story it is not just a tale of female strength and perseverance the hustlin hummingbird is also a guidebook it was made to help people from all walks of life to follow her road to success mukon outlines everything an aspiring driver or a curious rider needs to know about the rideshare business you ll learn how you can transform it from an
occasional hobby into a moneymaking career that you control buckle your seatbelt
start the ignition hustlin hummingbird is the book you ve been waiting for answers
questions such as what s it like to drive for uber lyft what s the best times to make
money how do they calculate earnings what areas should i work how do i get
good ratings how should i dress and more also includes a promo code for new
drivers from a real driver with 3k rides and 4 9 uber rating and 5 0 lyft rating who
makes 30 45 per hour author of uber lyft driver pro tips rideshare driving for uber
driving for lyft uber driving lyft driving uber driver lyft driver silicon valley
technology is transforming the way we work and uber is leading the charge an
american startup that promised to deliver entrepreneurship for the masses through
its technology uber instead built a new template for employment using algorithms
and internet platforms upending our understanding of work in the digital age
uberland paints a future where any of us might be managed by a faceless boss
the neutral language of technology masks the powerful influence algorithms have
across the new economy uberland chronicles the stories of drivers in more than
twenty five cities in the united states and canada over four years shedding light on
their working conditions and providing a window into how they feel behind the
wheel the book also explores uber s outsized influence around the world the
billion dollar company is now influencing everything from debates about sexual
harassment and transportation regulations to racial equality campaigns and labor
rights initiatives based on award winning technology ethnographer alex rosenblat s
firsthand experience of riding over 5 000 miles with uber drivers daily visits to
online forums and face to face discussions with senior uber employees uberland
goes beyond the headlines to reveal the complicated politics of popular
technologies that are manipulating both workers and consumers as your partner
coach and trainer i show you how you can make more money driving with uber
and lyft in this book i will show you how i established my successful business with uber and lyft and how you can establish your business success with uber and lyft it can work because it works visit jamessuttonjr com for information and discounts tips on how to make more money get higher ratings enjoy driving be safer talk to passengers driving tips and more from a real driver with 3k rides 4 9 uber rating and 5 0 lyft rating who makes 30 45 per hour author of uber lyft new driver guide rideshare driving for uber driving for lyft uber driving lyft driving uber driver lyft driver the third installment in the behind the wheel series is a ribald journey into the reality of driving a bonafide san francisco taxicab gritty and raw the view from a cab is not for the faint hearted from facilitating drug deals to abetting prostitution to just getting people home safely from the clubs the job of a night cabbie isn t over until the sun comes up this book is meant for all of the uber and lyft or any other rideshare drivers in the world about 5 million of us who know that they must replace this income and soon because uber and lyft are both going to begin trading their stock on the major exchanges this year called going public and therefore will have to show continually growing profits to the investor community and therefore cannot pay their drivers as generously as before drivers will also have to replace income lost because the entire fleet of rideshare vehicles will be replaced by driver less or autonomous vehicles in two to three years from the publication date of this book uber and lyft and all other rideshare jobs are going to vanish in less than three years tops and in the meantime driver income will be dwindling in order to show constantly increasing profits to wall stree visit howuberandlyftdriversmakemoremoney com to receive updated information on this important topic especially if you are currently an uber or lyft driver one of the most disruptive of all inventions in this century has been the rideshare and other mobility apps the projections for this industry is that it will top over 1 5 trillion
dollars by 2030 and become a major portion of the world economy don t get left behind in this giant tsunami wave of economic and job development what s more important is how fast the new gig economy is changing so many lives and even the fabric of the american markets don t get left behind we may be entering one of the most challenging epochs in history as we slowly cause more and more climate change and governments are helpless to do anything about it this means the migration of billions of people all over the planet and this is why the estimates of the mobility app industry is probably extremely under stated it s this author s opinion that everything your job your retirement your health care your jobs your food and your safety even your home will become a mobile app commodity there are currently around 10 million uber and lyft drivers around the world and very quickly they will be replaced by robots if you are an uber and lyft driver you need to take action now at howuberandlyftdriversmakemoremoney com behind the wheel from uber lyft to taxi by kelly dessaint is a personal narrative zine about life as a taxi driver in san francisco the author is unapologetically against ride sharing services uber and lyft and the unique perspective of having worked for them before becoming a taxi driver gives new depth to the divide between the two the stories are gritty and unvarnished and attempt to show what life is really like as a cabbie in san francisco scars and all this zine would be great for anyone interested in the gig economy the darker side of san francisco and cab driving please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 being an uber driver isn t as easy as it seems it takes a lot of hard work and skills to be an uber driver and only a few make it past the difficulties 2 as a rideshare driver you re a 1099 independent contractor which means you ll be responsible for all your expenses and file a schedule c at tax time however this shouldn t scare you since i ll help you stay ahead of the game when it comes to
Taxes and reporting 3 Rideshare drivers put a lot of miles on their cars a full time driver can easily do a thousand miles a week or more and if you subtract the cost of gas from your earnings you’ll see that your net earnings can be significantly lower than the 459.18 shown in the table. The ultimate flexibility Uber allows you to make money on a whim however most people don’t need this flexibility you’ll want to work enough to get in a rhythm and start earning decent money. Las Vegas is a city where you can meet all walks of life get drunk party hook up with strangers get married on a whim meet strippers see prostitutes gamble your life away watch incredible shows or have a nice relaxing time in one of the many fancy casinos. Step into the world of an Uber driver’s car as he tells you about his adventures driving in the fabulous city of Las Vegas. Dr. Raymond Nadolny takes the ride of his life when he decides to become a driver for Uber and Lyft. What does a driver make is it dangerous? Dr. Nadolny finds the answers to these questions and more when to his amazement he falls in love with the world of ridesharing. Even when the chips are stacked against the drivers Dr. Nadolny cannot help his growing fascination with his many passengers, his many trips and his glimpses into the rich and beautiful pageantry of the Pacific Northwest. Something remarkable emerged as a result of the great recession of the early twenty-first century a sharing economy among the loss of jobs and mortgages and uncertainty about the future people got creative with the way they earned and spent their money. Democratic platforms like Uber and Airbnb have skyrocketed in popularity prompting tighter government regulations but are they the answer to an economy increasingly controlled by giant corporations or are they just a different way for people to profit from and exploit struggling workers? Learn more from viewpoints written by today’s experts. Are you ready to stop living paycheck to paycheck do you want to own your time? Rideshare companies like Uber and Lyft offer a new world of opportunities.
for millions of people but no one knows where to start life gets busy the bills stack up and instruction manuals aren't provided just a few years ago mukon ngoyi wore these same shoes working three jobs struggling to pay the rent these days she's one of the highest rated drivers around earns 90 000 a year and is known as the hustlin hummingbird of the rideshare game making it to the top wasn't easy though and now mukon is ready to share the hard lessons she learned on the road her debut book hustlin hummingbird is not only about her own rags to riches story and not just a tale of female strength and perseverance but also a guidebook for how people from all walks of life can follow her road to success mukon outlines everything an aspiring driver or a curious rider needs to know about the rideshare business and explains how you can transform it from an occasional hobby into a moneymaking career that you control buckle your seatbelt start the ignition hustlin hummingbird is the book you've been waiting for exploring professional passenger driving and the gig economy through feminist theories of labor are taxi drivers in today's era of the ride hail app performing care work akin to domestic and household labor so argue the authors of spent behind the wheel bringing together sociological and legal perspectives with feminist theoretical insights julietta hua and kasturi ray examine the case study of contemporary professional passenger driving in the united states on the one hand they show the rise of the gig economy has brought new attention to the industry of professional passenger driving on the other hand the vulnerabilities that professional drivers experience remain hidden drawing on interviews with drivers labor organizers and members of licensing commissions as well as case law and other published resources hua and ray argue that working for ride hail companies like uber and lyft shares similarities with driving for taxi companies in the impact on driver lives lyft and uber sell the idea of industry disruption but in fact they entrench long
standing modes of extracting the reproductive labor of their drivers for the benefit of consumer lives reproductive labor conventionally understood as feminized labor is extracted but masked behind the masculinized racialized bodies of drivers professional driving is thus best understood alongside domestic and other gendered service work as reproductive labors devalued and often demonetized to benefit the national economy spent behind the wheel is a must for readers interested in critical studies of technological change and the gig economy showing how drivers capacities are drained for the benefit of riders corporations and the maintenance of the racial state advice for users of Uber Lyft and Airbnb from set up instructions as a user driver and or host and what to do when all you can expect is the unexpected information given from a user driver host with years of experience with the sharing economy why you should start this business how you will profit from your new business tax deductions and much more if you are an Uber or Lyft driver you have a responsibility to properly report your income on your tax return as a tax CPA I ve personally seen countless mistakes that people make reporting their rideshare activity that costs them hundreds if not thousands of dollars on their taxes don t be one of those people this book will help explain what exactly being a rideshare driver means for federal tax purposes how to maximize your income by minimizing your tax burden which specific deductions you can take as a rideshare driver and how to maintain adequate records and how to prepare and e file your tax return for free with specific steps and recommendations the perfect gift for all those who provide a rideshare service easy to use 20 entries per page record up to 2160 trips maximize your mileage deductions perfect for IRS record keeping easy to document your business mileage this mileage logbook will help you track date odometer readings start and end trip total destination purpose and more the perfect gift for all those who need to keep
track of rideshare trips easy to use 20 entries per page record up to 2160 trips
maximize your mileage deductions perfect for irs record keeping easy to
document your business mileage keep a mileage log in every vehicle our mileage
log book is perfect for uber drivers rideshare drivers lyft drivers christmas gifts
small business owners customer gifts delivery drivers teacher gifts gifts for friends
details height 10 width 8 110 pages 55 sheets 60 paper glossy laminated cover
are you looking to be an uber driver or a lyft driver this is the book for you start
driving today i wrote this book to help people understand the ins and outs of being
an uber driver or a lyft driver and how to do it easily with no stress and make lots
money whether you want to become an uber driver or a lyft driver this is the book
for you written by someone who drove seven days a week ten to twelve hour days
and had experiences with a wide variety of people and situations not only was the
author a serious driver for uber as well as lyft but he also had more than eight
years experience in driving limousines for three different companies in los angeles
as you well know being a limousine driver is a huge responsibility and one needs
to be on top of your game especially when you re driving ten to twelve people in
the back of a long stretch although this book won t cover driving limousines i only
want to share with you the needed information so you can comfortable start
driving for uber and lyft i have enclosed links as well where you can sign up easily
and get going i have helped many people start their careers as an uber and a lyft
driver by showing them the easiest way to get going as well as some tips be
professional but don t forget to also have fun and drive safely at the same time
after all if you re not going to have fun in anything you do you might as well do
something else uber and lyft are an excellent way to start making money
immediately without any stress of going to an office and having to work for a boss
if you have questions like how much money do uber drivers make or what are
uber requirements or how do i complete a lyft driver application or any other questions you might have this is the book for you inside this book is valuable information directly from a driver who drove for more than five months and drove hard in the wind in the sun and in massive rainstorms in one of the biggest cities in america los angeles thank you for your interest in becoming an uber or a lyft driver i would suggest signing up for both companies but driving only for one company as starters then maybe later try driving for the other company both companies have their good and their not so good but from my experience it was mostly good here are driving jobs near you learn the uber car requirements and sign up also download lyft driver app and uber driver app how to be an uber driver or a lyft driver from an experienced driver rideshare driving is a great new way to make extra money whether you are thinking about rideshare driving or are a veteran this book walks you through simple strategies to help you make more money raise your ratings pay less taxes all by driving smarter i show you how just changing your focus to winning will help you win more often i bring my experience as a computer game developer to show you how listing your goals as a rideshare driver will help you max out at being a rideshare driver it is not working harder it is working smarter i used these same techniques to double my income driving the same number of hours in a few months small changes make a huge difference using things mentioned in the book i was able to rebuild my plummeting rating from a 4.63 to a 4.94 in a few weeks on lyft and maintain a 5.0 star rating on uber without giving away candy or gum there is advice about what to consider when getting a good car what you need to know about insurance items you should carry with you in your car why chasing the surge or the pink is a mistake all things you should know so you drive smarter it has tools and checklists so you can get more organized it has advice on whether you should drive for uber or lyft
it helps you put the independent in independent contractor from sign up to expert
if there is something you don’t know about rideshare driving it’s likely in there this
is the rideshare driver’s manual the following is an account of my continued life
as an Uber and Lyft driver in the Twin Cities metro area starting December of 2015
and stretching all the way through 2018. Rideshare services vary considerably from
market to market and at no point throughout this book did my market offer the
pool service. Finally, it should be noted this book is a sequel to Ubered My Life as a
rideshare driver. If you have not read my first installment, I would strongly urge you
to stop right here and read that first. When you’re a driver for a ride-sharing
company such as Uber, Lyft or another car-sharing service, the most important thing
to understand about your taxes is that you are probably not an employee of a ride
sharing company. Drivers for these companies are usually independent contractors
a fact that has tax implications both at filing time and year round. This book will
Teach you the fundamentals of becoming a business owner and includes helpful
glossary of common tax terms, so you understand what you read correct facts
cited by real IRS code instructions and resources breakdown of different types of
deductions to maximize your refund, audit defense tips to make your return harder
to crack, tax timeline this year 2016 to keep track of the seemingly endless forms
to file and much more. Advice for users of Uber, Lyft and Airbnb from set up
instructions as user driver and or host and what to do when all you can expect is
the unexpected information given from a user driver host with years of experience
with the sharing economy. Media coverage of ridesourcing services such as Uber
and Lyft has described a rivalry between new technology and the established taxi
industry. Individual users and non-users of ridesourcing, however, may have more
nuanced perspectives, but policymakers have little guidance on how to best
represent these interests. This thesis uses a standardized questionnaire distributed

across the united states by an online survey company to understand individual attitudes toward uber lyft and ridesourcing technology as a whole it asks respondents if they identify as users or non users of ridesourcing why or why not how they rank uber and lyft among their other travel modes their attitudes toward the companies and toward the technology in general on a likert scale of 1 very negative to 5 very positive and their opinions on how their cities should respond among other questions 394 completed questionnaires from the most populous 15 metropolitan statistical areas in the u s reveal individuals use of and attitude toward ridesourcing technology along with variations across demographic groups cities and regions and primary travel mode the survey returned a response rate of 27 and the spatial distribution of responses was roughly proportional to the population of each metropolitan area the findings indicate that about 70 of respondents use some form of ridesourcing mostly for special purpose trips such as avoiding driving while intoxicated and getting to and from the airport the vocal minority who don t use uber or lyft for ethical reasons represent only a small subset of the sample about 6 but 1 in 5 respondents said the companies decision to treat drivers as independent contractors rather than employees made them want to use the services less there are relationships between transportation characteristics e g usage of uber and lyft needing to travel for work and having access to a car and user identification and attitude but demographics are the best predictor of user identification which in turn predicts attitude which predicts policy implications the study suggests potential for policymakers to leverage constituent perspectives to change aspects of ridesourcing that have low public approval on the road with strangers stories safety tax and earning tips from an uber and lyft driver in nashville tennessee is an engaging memoir about an uber and lyft driver s experience in nashville middle tennessee jorge is a business intelligence analyst
developer and currently pursuing a PhD degree in public policy and administration
before enrolling in the doctoral program Jorge drove for Uber and Lyft on weekends.
Jorge has completed 2,727 Uber trips with 1,500 stars and 734 Lyft lifetime rides.
In this book, you will read about intriguing riders' stories shared with Jorge and
Nashville's rich history and culture, including the music industry, food, entertainment,
business, hospitality, and much more. Uber and Lyft drivers and riders will learn safety
tips, Uber and Lyft driver tax filing tips, etiquette, and driver and customer service tips to
maximize earnings on the road with strangers. It is a genre-bending memoir with
some vital etiquette pointers that touch on the politics of gender, race, class,
economics, spirituality, and just human issues. Without being too heavy-handed, it is
a great social human document and it rings true. Teresa Fernandez, PhD. It is a must
read book for anyone with or without Uber and Lyft rideshare services experience.
I drive for Uber and Lyft, and I'm an alcoholic. In 2018 and 2019, I've given over 4,000
rides and driven over 65,000 miles on average. I drive rideshare six days a week
and I drink alcohol nearly every day. I drink before, during, and after giving rides. I've
never had a DUI and I've never been arrested. I've never been to Alcoholics
Anonymous, a treatment center, rehab, or meetings of any kind. Meetings are for
quitters and I'm not a quitter. I'm a daily drinker and I love drinking. The first and
foremost reason for me writing this book is because I want to bring awareness
that there are people with drug, alcohol, and mental illness problems flying under
the radar and driving for rideshare companies. Alcohol dependency has been
around for centuries and has affected many more people than the opioid epidemic
ever will. According to a recent study, one in eight American adults or 12.7% of the
US population is an alcoholic, while one in twenty American adults or 5% of the US
population is addicted to opioids. This book gives you all the essential knowledge
for such a popular income stream as rideshare driving, so called Ubering.
work more effectively earn more with less effort avoid all unpleasant rides and difficult situations just think you can earn up to 600 dollars a day ubering with a proper car and providing great service ridesharing never means a rich life but it means paid bills and a happy family what if the book explains to you how to how to plan your rideshare business for the highest income how to choose a successful strategy for driving on any weekdays or time for maximum earning where to find longer and more profitable trips and how to beat competitors to get those trips how to serve different kinds of riders how to get 5 star ratings and the largest tips how to avoid unpleasant riders heaters who can ruin your day how to make your business calculations and how to pay fewer taxes how to keep yourself healthy which diseases are threatening your well being during ridesharing and how to avoid them which accessories to use during your work what works more for successful ridesharing if you’ll use all the strategies in this book you definitely see a difference in your income your daily income will be significantly high but the amount you’ll spend on this book you can earn back in one single ride the very first ride made professionally this book is a great asset for new drivers or those who plan to start driving it contains valuable information for experienced drivers as well order the book now read it carefully and enjoy ridesharing enjoy more money with less effort and relaxed extra income from the trenches of san francisco s gig economy an uncompromising take on reality of an uber lyft driver by the creator of the san francisco examiner column i drive sf back cover the perfect gift for all those who provide a rideshare service easy to use 20 entries per page record up to 2160 trips maximize your mileage deductions perfect for irs record keeping easy to document your business mileage this mileage logbook will help you track date odometer readings start and end trip total destination purpose and more the perfect gift for all those who need to keep track of rideshare trips easy to use 20
entries per page record up to 2160 trips maximize your mileage deductions
perfect for irs record keeping easy to document your business mileage keep a
mileage log in every vehicle our mileage log book is perfect for uber drivers
rideshare drivers lyft drivers christmas gifts small business owners customer gifts
delivery drivers teacher gifts gifts for friends details height 10 width 8 110 pages
55 sheets 60 paper glossy laminated cover a detailed description and history of
ride sharing how it works for passengers and drivers including a detailed analysis
of income and expenses rather than making money many drivers actually
subsidize the ride sharing company over the long run the big pitfall with insurance
that drivers should know before it is too late based on the experience of driving for
nine months in 2018 and giving more than a thousand rides in the ny metro area
ok i just totally ignored my crying kid because i was so engrossed in your stories
thanks for sharing seriously not only do i love your uber stories but i admire the
intricate details you remember to post i wish i could say my job was as interesting
as yours this book is written by a rideshare driver from the tampa bay area in
florida it is a shared journal between the author and reader each page has a short
story at the top about one of the author s driving experiences the rest of the page
is left blank for the reader to free write any thoughts that come to mind live
vicariously through the author s tales step inside a strip club with passengers
clean some vomit and urine up and then venture on to the next rider laugh
hysterically after almost veering off the road invite a pit bull into your backseat etc
the experiences and conversations documented by this rideshare driver provide
page after page of entertainment the material is appropriate for ages 18 and up
this journal makes a great gift it can be given as a birthday present christmas gift
new year s gift or just a treat for yourself sample story i pick up a group of three
who want to go to jackson s bistro in tampa the guy in the backseat tells me he
has been growing out his beard because ever since he was a child he has wanted to play Jesus in his church’s play and he really hopes to get the part this year. He says he gets high almost every day but the day he plays Jesus he isn’t going to do any drugs. In May 2016, Uber and Lyft suspended services following the defeat of Proposition 1 in Austin, TX. In May 2017, they relaunched service after Proposition 1 was overridden. This paper describes a pilot study aimed at predicting whether those who are using services from other transportation network companies (TNCs) will switch their choice to either Uber or Lyft at the time of writing this article. Uber and Lyft are trying to increase their market share using an aggressive pricing strategy. Thus, a survey at this stage will not reflect people’s stable mode choice. Instead, we use survey data collected between November 2016 and December 2016 when Uber and Lyft’s service were still suspended. That survey was primarily designed to understand the impact of service suspension on travel behavior. However, it included several relevant questions asking about users’ trip costs before and after the suspension, whether they were satisfied with the current TNC service, and whether they were inconvenienced by the lack of Uber or Lyft. Inferring from these surrogate responses, we are able to make reasonable assumptions about who will switch back to Uber or Lyft and who will not once they resume service. We hypothesize that people will not switch unless a given trip’s cost saving is beyond a positive threshold due to boundedly rational behavior. Based on this hypothesis, we use probit regression to estimate a parameter describing the degree to which people are willing to switch, termed indifference band among others. The study revealed that the cohort of younger riders, people who experience higher trip cost saving, or individuals who are extremely inconvenienced by the service suspension or those who use TNC for social purposes have lower indifference bands and are thus more likely to switch to Uber or Lyft. The results of
this study will assist policy makers in understanding the impact of policy and regulations on people’s mode choice behavior
an industry leader's guide to making lyft and uber work for you in less than five years ridesharing has grown from nonexistence into a billion dollar industry uber now has two million drivers in the united states lyft has seven hundred thousand and both show no signs of slowing down despite the large number of drivers uber and lyft provide little in the way of help for new drivers who complain that there is a lack of guidance when starting out harry campbell founder and director of the rideshare guy blog and podcast and a driver himself can help the rideshare guide offers a comprehensive and engaging handbook for current and prospective rideshare drivers learn how to decide between uber and lyft maximize passengers and profits maintain a five star rating keep safe and interact appropriately with passengers navigate legal matters and tax codes campbell explains these and much more also including funny shocking and bizarre tales from the road whether you are thinking about becoming a driver or a veteran wondering about uberpool and tax help the rideshare guide by the rideshare guy has the answers

new release 2019 thinking about becoming an uber driver and or lyft driver you have questions let's cut right to the chase this book how to be a lyft and uber driver the unofficial driver's manual doesn't waste any time repeating content found on the uber and lyft websites this first of a kind book documents everything the author wished he knew before his first trip as a lyft and uber driver all of how to be a lyft and uber driver the unofficial driver's manual content is dedicated to helping you have a successful rideshare driving business earning maximum
income with no stress there are other rideshare driving books on amazon why buy this book for that matter why buy a book at all why not just go to the uber lyft website sign up qualify then go out and drive from the author if rideshare driving is such a great gig then why do 50 of new drivers quit less than 30 days after their first trip as a driver at the end of a year over 90 have stopped being a rideshare driver an even better reason to buy this book comes from a 2018 research report from stanford university graduate school of business showing that rideshare drivers with over 2 500 lifetime trips earn on average 14 more compared to new drivers after reading this book you ll know at least as much as a driver with 2 500 trips meaning you ll earn more than enough to pay for the small cost of this book soon after you get out on the road and start completing your own trips how to be a lyft and uber driver the unofficial driver s manual is well researched and professionally written thanks in part to the author s 15 years experience in corporate america as a data analyst technical writer training content developer as well as a technical training presenter and training coach wylee post s professional profile on linkedin linkedin com in wyleepost the content of how to be a lyft and uber driver the unofficial driver s manual is drawn from the author s real world experiences driving for uber and lyft in denver colorado since april of 2016 and completing over 13 000 trips as a driver this book how to be a lyft and uber driver the unofficial driver s manual and the companion book driving for uber and lyft how much can drivers earn provide the previously missing rideshare driver employee success manuals and they are laser focused on helping new and existing drivers realize the claim of rideshare driving being the ultimate side gig simply the best available content for succeeding at being an uber driver and lyft driver
Uber Diva 2017-09-18

she’s sitting on a secret with thousands Uber and Lyft rides under her belt. Uber Diva offers a bird’s eye view of what it’s really like to work as a rideshare driver. She also instructs passengers on how to avoid getting spanked with a 1-star rating. Meet the freaks, learn the equipment, and see how this Diva survived when a drunk driver t-boned her car. Based on true rideshare experiences in the San Francisco Bay Area, Uber Diva includes educational chapters answering these burning questions: What kind of insurance is needed as an Uber driver? What equipment will be necessary before drivers start driving? How is Uber different than driving for Lyft? What’s the etiquette for passengers? What about driver and passenger safety? This book is the author’s personal opinion and does not necessarily reflect the views of the companies mentioned in the book, including Uber, Lyft, Google, Apple, or Twitter.

Uber Diva 2017-09-07

she’s sitting on a secret with thousands Uber and Lyft rides under her belt. Uber Diva offers a bird’s eye view of what it’s really like to work as a rideshare driver. She also instructs passengers on how to avoid getting spanked with a 1-star rating. Meet the freaks, learn the equipment, and see how this Diva survived when a drunk driver t-boned her car. Based on true rideshare experiences in the San Francisco Bay Area, Uber Diva includes educational chapters answering these burning questions: What kind of insurance is needed as an Uber driver? What equipment will be necessary before drivers start driving? How is Uber different than driving for Lyft? What’s the etiquette for passengers? What about driver and passenger safety? This book expresses the author’s personal memories and opinion and does not
The Backseat 2019-08-05

what do you do when colorado college girls get naked in the back of your car how do you deal with unruly or even dangerous passengers millions of people hare now using rideshare companies for their everyday travel to work business meetings getting home from nights out and a hundred other day to day needs and as you can probably imagine there are millions of back stories that accompany those rides some funny some sad and some that are just plain crazy in this book the backseat drivers of rideshares impart some of their more unusual tales that are guaranteed to make you laugh yell and wonder what the heck goes through some people s minds from two college girls changing in the back seat and discussing their plans for their night in graphic detail to the dangers posed by carjackers and the kindness of strangers the stories offer a snapshot of life at its wackiest and what it s like when you re behind the wheel and dealing with it get a copy of the backseat and you ll never look at your rideshare driver the same way ever again

Hustlin' Hummingbird 2019-06-12

are you ready to stop living paycheck to paycheck do you want to own your time rideshare companies like uber and lyft offer a new world of opportunities for millions of people you ve heard about it but maybe don t know where to start life gets busy the bills stack up and instruction manuals aren t provided just a few
years ago mukon ngoyi wore these same shoes she was working three jobs and struggling to pay the rent these days she s one of the highest rated drivers around mukon earns 90 000 a year and is known as the hustlin hummingbird of the rideshare game making it to the top wasn t easy though that s why mukon wants to share the hard lessons she learned on the road her debut book hustlin hummingbird is not only about her own rags to riches story it is not just a tale of female strength and perseverance the hustlin hummingbird is also a guidebook it was made to help people from all walks of life to follow her road to success mukon outlines everything an aspiring driver or a curious rider needs to know about the rideshare business you ll learn how you can transform it from an occasional hobby into a moneymaking career that you control buckle your seatbelt start the ignition hustlin hummingbird is the book you ve been waiting for

**UBER & LYFT NEW DRIVER GUIDE 2021-10-13**

answers questions such as what s it like to drive for uber lyft what s the best times to make money how do they calculate earnings what areas should i work how do i get good ratings how should i dress and more also includes a promo code for new drivers from a real driver with 3k rides and 4.9 uber rating and 5.0 lyft rating who makes 30-45 per hour author of uber lyft driver pro tips rideshare driving for uber driving for lyft uber driving lyft driving uber driver lyft driver

**Uberland 2018-10-23**

silicon valley technology is transforming the way we work and uber is leading the charge an american startup that promised to deliver entrepreneurship for the masses through its technology uber instead built a new template for employment
using algorithms and internet platforms upending our understanding of work in the
digital age uberland paints a future where any of us might be managed by a
faceless boss the neutral language of technology masks the powerful influence
algorithms have across the new economy uberland chronicles the stories of
drivers in more than twenty five cities in the united states and canada over four
years shedding light on their working conditions and providing a window into how
they feel behind the wheel the book also explores uber's outsized influence
around the world the billion dollar company is now influencing everything from
debates about sexual harassment and transportation regulations to racial equality
campaigns and labor rights initiatives based on award winning technology
ethnographer alex rosenblat's firsthand experience of riding over 5 000 miles with
uber drivers daily visits to online forums and face to face discussions with senior
uber employees uberland goes beyond the headlines to reveal the complicated
politics of popular technologies that are manipulating both workers and consumers

Maximizing Your Money As an Uber/Lyft Driver

2017-10-10

as your partner coach and trainer i show you how you can make more money
driving with uber and lyft in this book i will show you how i established my
successful business with uber and lyft and how you can establish your business
success with uber and lyft it can work because it works visit jamessuttonjr com for
information and discounts
UBER & LYFT DRIVER -PRO TIPS 2021-10-13

tips on how to make more money get higher ratings enjoy driving be safer talk to passengers driving tips and more from a real driver with 3k rides 4 9 uber rating and 5 0 lyft rating who makes 30 45 per hour author of uber lyft new driver guide rideshare driving for uber driving for lyft uber driving lyft driving uber driver lyft driver

Behind the Wheel 3: From Uber/Lyft to Taxi: The Unexpurgated I Drive S.F. 2019-03-22

the third installment in the behind the wheel series is a ribald journey into the reality of driving a bonafide san francisco taxicab gritty and raw the view from a cab is not for the faint hearted from facilitating drug deals to abetting prostitution to just getting people home safely from the clubs the job of a night cabbie isn t over until the sun comes up

How Uber and Lyft Drivers Make More Money 2018-12-30

this book is meant for all of the uber and lyft or any other rideshare drivers in the world about 5 million of us who know that they must replace this income and soon because uber and lyft are both going to begin trading their stock on the major exchanges this year called going public and therefore will have to show continually growing profits to the investor community and therefore cannot pay their drivers as generously as before drivers will also have to replace income lost
because the entire fleet of rideshare vehicles will be replaced by driver less or autonomous vehicles in two to three years from the publication date of this book. Uber and Lyft and all other rideshare jobs are going to vanish in less than three years tops and in the meantime driver income will be dwindling in order to show constantly increasing profits to Wall Street. Visit howuberandlyftdriversmakemoremoney.com to receive updated information on this important topic especially if you are currently an Uber or Lyft driver. One of the most disruptive of all inventions in this century has been the rideshare and other mobility apps. The projections for this industry is that it will top over 1.5 trillion dollars by 2030 and become a major portion of the world economy. Don't get left behind in this giant tsunami wave of economic and job development. What's more important is how fast the new gig economy is changing so many lives and even the fabric of the American markets. Don't get left behind, we may be entering one of the most challenging epochs in history as we slowly cause more and more climate change and governments are helpless to do anything about it. This means the migration of billions of people all over the planet and this is why the estimates of the mobility app industry is probably extremely understated. It's this author's opinion that everything your job, your retirement, your health care, your jobs, your food, and your safety, even your home will become a mobile app commodity.

There are currently around 10 million Uber and Lyft drivers around the world and very quickly they will be replaced by robots if you are an Uber and Lyft driver you need to take action now at howuberandlyftdriversmakemoremoney.com

Behind the Wheel 2013

Behind the wheel from Uber Lyft to Taxi by Kelly Dessaint is a personal narrative
zine about life as a taxi driver in San Francisco the author is unapologetically against ride-sharing services Uber and Lyft and the unique perspective of having worked for them before becoming a taxi driver gives new depth to the divide between the two. The stories are gritty and unvarnished and attempt to show what life is really like as a cabbie in San Francisco—scars and all. This zine would be great for anyone interested in the gig economy, the darker side of San Francisco, and cab driving.

Summary of Harry Campbell's The Rideshare Guide

2022-05-25T22:59:00Z

Please note this is a companion version, not the original book. Sample book insights:

1. Being an Uber driver isn't as easy as it seems. It takes a lot of hard work and skills to be an Uber driver, and only a few make it past the difficulties.

2. As a rideshare driver, you're a 1099 independent contractor, which means you'll be responsible for all your expenses and file a Schedule C at tax time. However, this shouldn't scare you since I'll help you stay ahead of the game when it comes to taxes and reporting.

3. Rideshare drivers put a lot of miles on their cars. A full-time driver can easily do a thousand miles a week or more, and if you subtract the cost of gas from your earnings, you'll see that your net earnings can be significantly lower than the 459.18 shown in the table.

4. The ultimate flexibility Uber allows you to make money on a whim, however most people don't need this flexibility. You'll want to work enough to get in a rhythm and start earning decent money.
Uber, Lyft and Liability 2019

Las Vegas is a city where you can meet all walks of life get drunk party hook up with strangers get married on a whim meet strippers see prostitutes gamble your life away watch incredible shows or have a nice relaxing time in one of the many fancy casinos step into the world of an Uber driver's car as he tells you about his adventures driving in the fabulous city of Las Vegas.

Experiences as an Uber and Lyft Driver in Las Vegas 2019-02-22

Dr. Raymond Nadolny takes the ride of his life when he decides to become a driver for Uber and Lyft. What does a driver make is it dangerous? Dr. Nadolny finds the answers to these questions and more when to his amazement he falls in love with the world of ridesharing even when the chips are stacked against the drivers. Dr. Nadolny cannot help his growing fascination with his many passengers; his many trips and his glimpses into the rich and beautiful pageantry of the Pacific Northwest.

Driving the Uberverses 2018-04-12

Something remarkable emerged as a result of the Great Recession of the early twenty-first century—a sharing economy among the loss of jobs and mortgages and uncertainty about the future. People got creative with the way they earned and spent their money. Democratic platforms like Uber and Airbnb have skyrocketed in popularity prompting tighter government regulations but are they the answer to an economy increasingly controlled by giant corporations or are they just a different
are you ready to stop living paycheck to paycheck do you want to own your time rideshare companies like uber and lyft offer a new world of opportunities for millions of people but no one knows where to start life gets busy the bills stack up and instruction manuals aren't provided just a few years ago mukon ngoyi wore these same shoes working three jobs struggling to pay the rent these days she's one of the highest rated drivers around earns 90 000 a year and is known as the hustlin hummingbird of the rideshare game making it to the top wasn't easy though and now mukon is ready to share the hard lessons she learned on the road her debut book hustlin hummingbird is not only about her own rags to riches story and not just a tale of female strength and perseverance but also a guidebook for how people from all walks of life can follow her road to success mukon outlines everything an aspiring driver or a curious rider needs to know about the rideshare business and explains how you can transform it from an occasional hobby into a moneymaking career that you control buckle your seatbelt start the ignition hustlin hummingbird is the book you've been waiting for

Hustlin' Hummingbird 2019-06-12

exploring professional passenger driving and the gig economy through feminist theories of labor are taxi drivers in today's era of the ride hail app performing care
work akin to domestic and household labor so argue the authors of spent behind the wheel bringing together sociological and legal perspectives with feminist theoretical insights julietta hua and kasturi ray examine the case study of contemporary professional passenger driving in the united states on the one hand they show the rise of the gig economy has brought new attention to the industry of professional passenger driving on the other hand the vulnerabilities that professional drivers experience remain hidden drawing on interviews with drivers labor organizers and members of licensing commissions as well as case law and other published resources hua and ray argue that working for ride hail companies like uber and lyft shares similarities with driving for taxi companies in the impact on driver lives lyft and uber sell the idea of industry disruption but in fact they entrench long standing modes of extracting the reproductive labor of their drivers for the benefit of consumer lives reproductive labor conventionally understood as feminized labor is extracted but masked behind the masculinized racialized bodies of drivers professional driving is thus best understood alongside domestic and other gendered service work as reproductive labors devalued and often demonetized to benefit the national economy spent behind the wheel is a must for readers interested in critical studies of technological change and the gig economy showing how drivers capacities are drained for the benefit of riders corporations and the maintenance of the racial state

Spent behind the Wheel 2021-12-21

advice for users of uber lyft and airbnb from set up instructions as a user driver and or host and what to do when all you can expect is the unexpected information given from a user driver host with years of experience with the sharing economy

www.1docway.com
The Unofficial Guide to Uber, Lyft, and Airbnb, and the Shocking Stories That Happened Along the Journey

2017-02-13

why you should start this business how you will profit from your new business tax deductions and much more

How To Start A Business With UBER & LYFT

2017-12-10

if you are an uber or lyft driver you have a responsibility to properly report your income on your tax return as a tax cpa i ve personally seen countless mistakes that people make reporting their rideshare activity that costs them hundreds if not thousands of dollars on their taxes don t be one of those people this book will help explain what exactly being a rideshare driver means for federal tax purposes how to maximize your income by minimizing your tax burden which specific deductions you can take as a rideshare driver and how to maintain adequate records and how to prepare and e file your tax return for free with specific steps and recommendations

Rideshare Driver Tax Guide 2017-01-30

the perfect gift for all those who provide a rideshare service easy to use 20 entries per page record up to 2160 trips maximize your mileage deductions perfect for irs record keeping easy to document your business mileage this mileage logbook will
help you track date odometer readings start and end trip total destination purpose
and more. The perfect gift for all those who need to keep track of rideshare trips
easy to use 20 entries per page record up to 2160 trips maximize your mileage
deductions. Perfect for IRS record keeping. Easy to document your business mileage
keep a mileage log in every vehicle. Our mileage log book is perfect for Uber
drivers rideshare drivers Lyft drivers Christmas gifts small business owners
customer gifts delivery drivers teacher gifts gifts for friends details height 10 width
8 110 pages 55 sheets 60 paper glossy laminated cover

**Uber Log Book 2019-03-27**

Are you looking to be an Uber driver or a Lyft driver? This is the book for you start
driving today. I wrote this book to help people understand the ins and outs of being
an Uber driver or a Lyft driver and how to do it easily with no stress and make lots
money. Whether you want to become an Uber driver or a Lyft driver, this is the book
for you. Written by someone who drove seven days a week, ten to twelve hour days
and had experiences with a wide variety of people and situations. Not only was the
author a serious driver for Uber as well as Lyft, but he also had more than eight
years experience in driving limousines for three different companies in Los Angeles
as you well know, being a limousine driver is a huge responsibility and one needs
to be on top of your game, especially when you’re driving ten to twelve people in
the back of a long stretch. Although this book won’t cover driving limousines, I only
want to share with you the needed information so you can comfortably start
driving for Uber and Lyft. I have enclosed links as well where you can sign up easily
and get going. I have helped many people start their careers as an Uber and a Lyft
driver by showing them the easiest way to get going, as well as some tips be,

[www.1docway.com](http://www.1docway.com)
professional but don’t forget to also have fun and drive safely at the same time. After all, if you’re not going to have fun in anything you do, you might as well do something else. Uber and Lyft are an excellent way to start making money immediately without any stress of going to an office and having to work for a boss. If you have questions like how much money do Uber drivers make, or what are Uber requirements, or how do I complete a Lyft driver application, or any other questions you might have, this is the book for you. Inside this book is valuable information directly from a driver who drove for more than five months and drove hard in the wind, in the sun and in massive rainstorms in one of the biggest cities in America, Los Angeles. Thank you for your interest in becoming an Uber or a Lyft driver. I would suggest signing up for both companies but driving only for one company as starters then maybe later try driving for the other company. Both companies have their good and their not so good but from my experience it was mostly good. Here are driving jobs near you. Learn the Uber car requirements and sign up, also download Lyft driver app and Uber driver app. How to be an Uber driver or Lyft driver from an experienced driver.

How to Be an Uber Driver Or a Lyft Driver by Cole Son

2017-05-15

Rideshare driving is a great new way to make extra money whether you are thinking about rideshare driving or are a veteran. This book walks you through simple strategies to help you make more money, raise your ratings, pay less taxes all by driving smarter. I show you how just changing your focus to winning will help you win more often. I bring my experience as a computer game developer to show you how listing your goals as a rideshare driver will help you max out at being a
rideshare driver it is not working harder it is working smarter i used these same techniques to double my income driving the same number of hours in a few months small changes make a huge difference using things mentioned in the book i was able to rebuild my plummeting rating from a 4 63 to a 4 94 in a few weeks on lyft and maintain a 5 0 star rating on uber without giving away candy or gum there is advice about what to consider when getting a good car what you need to know about insurance items you should carry with you in your car why chasing the surge or the pink is a mistake all things you should know so you drive smarter it has tools and checklists so you can get more organized it has advice on whether you should drive for uber or lyft it helps you put the independent in independent contractor from sign up to expert if there is something you don t know about rideshare driving it s likely in there this is the rideshare driver s manual

Uber Lyfting 2017-06-24

the following is an account of my continued life as an uber and lyft driver in the twin cities metro area starting december of 2015 and stretching all the way through 2018 rideshare services vary considerably from market to market and at no point throughout this book did my market offer the pool service finally it should be noted this book is a sequel to ubered my life as a rideshare driver if you have not read my first installment i would strongly urge you to stop right here and read that first
Rideshare Driver Secrets and Tips 2018-11-22

when you re a driver for a ride sharing company such as uber lyft or another car sharing service the most important thing to understand about your taxes is that you are probably not an employee of a ride sharing company drivers for these companies are usually independent contractors a fact that has tax implications both at filing time and year round this book will teach you the fundamentals of becoming a business owner and includes helpful glossary of common tax terms so you understand what you read correct facts cited by real irs code instructions and resources breakdown of different types of deductions to maximize your refund audit defense tips to make your return harder to crack tax timeline this year 2016 to keep track of the seemingly endless forms to file and much more

Ubered 2 2021-08-13

advice for users of uber lyft and airbnb from set up instructions as user driver and or host and what to do when all you can expect is the unexpected information given from a user driver host with years of experience with the sharing economy

Driver Tax Planning 2017-02-15

media coverage of ridesourcing services such as uber and lyft has described a rivalry between new technology and the established taxi industry individual users and non users of ridesourcing however may have more nuanced perspectives but policymakers have little guidance on how to best represent these interests this thesis uses a standardized questionnaire distributed across the united states by an online survey company to understand individual attitudes toward uber lyft and
ridesourcing technology as a whole it asks respondents if they identify as users or non users of ridesourcing why or why not how they rank uber and lyft among their other travel modes their attitudes toward the companies and toward the technology in general on a likert scale of 1 very negative to 5 very positive and their opinions on how their cities should respond among other questions 394 completed questionnaires from the most populous 15 metropolitan statistical areas in the u s reveal individuals use of and attitude toward ridesourcing technology along with variations across demographic groups cities and regions and primary travel mode the survey returned a response rate of 27 and the spatial distribution of responses was roughly proportional to the population of each metropolitan area the findings indicate that about 70 of respondents use some form of ridesourcing mostly for special purpose trips such as avoiding driving while intoxicated and getting to and from the airport the vocal minority who don t use uber or lyft for ethical reasons represent only a small subset of the sample about 6 but 1 in 5 respondents said the companies decision to treat drivers as independent contractors rather than employees made them want to use the services less there are relationships between transportation characteristics e g usage of uber and lyft needing to travel for work and having access to a car and user identification and attitude but demographics are the best predictor of user identification which in turn predicts attitude which predicts policy implications the study suggests potential for policymakers to leverage constituent perspectives to change aspects of ridesourcing that have low public approval

The Unofficial Guide to Lyft, Uber, and Airbnb, and the
Shocking Stories That Happened Along the Journey

2016

on the road with strangers stories safety tax and earning tips from an uber and lyft driver in nashville tennessee is an engaging memoir about an uber and lyft driver s experience in nashville middle tennessee jorge is a business intelligence analyst developer and currently pursuing a ph d degree in public policy and administration before enrolling in the doctoral program jorge drove for uber and lyft on weekends jorge has completed 2 727 uber trips with 1 500 stars and 734 lyft lifetime rides in this book you will read about intriguing riders stories shared with jorge and nashville s rich history and culture including the music industry food entertainment business hospitality and much more uber lyft drivers and riders will learn safety tips uber lyft driver tax filing tips etiquette and drivers customer service tips to maximize earnings on the road with strangers is a genre bending memoir with some vital etiquette pointers that touch on the politics of gender race class economics spirituality and just human issues without being too heavy handed it is a great social human document and it rings true teresa fernandez ph d it is a must read book for anyone with or without uber and lyft rideshare services experience

Perspectives on the Ridesourcing Revolution

2021-05-05

i drive for uber and lyft and i m an alcoholic in 2018 and 2019 i ve given over 4000 rides and driven over 65 000 miles on average i drive rideshare six days a week and i drink alcohol nearly every day i drink before during and after giving
rides i ve never had a dui and i ve never been arrested i ve never been to
alcoholics anonymous a treatment center rehab or meetings of any kind meetings
are for quitters and i m not a quitter i m a daily drinker and i love drinking the first
and foremost reason for me writing this book is because i want to bring
awareness that there are people with drug alcohol and mental illness problems
flying under the radar and driving for rideshare companies alcohol dependency
has been around for centuries and has affected many more people than the opioid
epidemic ever will according to a recent study one in eight american adults or 12
7 of the u s population is an alcoholic while one in twenty american adults or 5 of
the u s population is addicted to opioids

On The Road With Strangers 2019-09-19

this book gives you all the essential knowledge for such a popular income stream
as rideshare driving so called ubering how to work more effectively earn more with
less effort avoid all unpleasant rides and difficult situations just think you can earn
up to 600 dollars a day ubering with a proper car and providing great service
ridesharing never means a rich life but it means paid bills and a happy family what
if the book explains to you how to how to plan your rideshare business for the
highest income how to choose a successful strategy for driving on any weekdays
or time for maximum earning where to find longer and more profitable trips and
how to beat competitors to get those trips how to serve different kinds of riders
how to get 5 star ratings and the largest tips how to avoid unpleasant riders
heaters who can ruin your day how to make your business calculations and how
to pay fewer taxes how to keep yourself healthy which diseases are threatening
your well being during ridesharing and how to avoid them which accessories to
use during your work what works more for successful ridesharing if you’ll use all the strategies in this book you definitely see a difference in your income your daily income will be significantly high but the amount you’ll spend on this book you can earn back in one single ride the very first ride made professionally this book is a great asset for new drivers or those who plan to start driving it contains valuable information for experienced drivers as well order the book now read it carefully and enjoy ridesharing enjoy more money with less effort and relaxed extra income

DRUNK UBER and LYFT 2020-12-12

from the trenches of san francisco s gig economy an uncompromising take on reality of an uber lyft driver by the creator of the san francisco examiner column i drive sf back cover

The Art of Ubering 2019-04-04

the perfect gift for all those who provide a rideshare service easy to use 20 entries per page record up to 2160 trips maximize your mileage deductions perfect for irs record keeping easy to document your business mileage this mileage logbook will help you track date odometer readings start and end trip total destination purpose and more the perfect gift for all those who need to keep track of rideshare trips easy to use 20 entries per page record up to 2160 trips maximize your mileage deductions perfect for irs record keeping easy to document your business mileage keep a mileage log in every vehicle our mileage log book is perfect for uber drivers rideshare drivers lyft drivers christmas gifts small business owners customer gifts delivery drivers teacher gifts gifts for friends details height 10 width 8 110 pages 55 sheets 60 paper glossy laminated cover
Behind the Wheel 2 2019-03-27

a detailed description and history of ride sharing how it works for passengers and drivers including a detailed analysis of income and expenses rather than making money many drivers actually subsidize the ride sharing company over the long run.

the big pitfall with insurance that drivers should know before it is too late based on the experience of driving for nine months in 2018 and giving more than a thousand rides in the ny metro area

Uber Log Book 2017

ok i just totally ignored my crying kid because i was so engrossed in your stories thanks for sharing seriously not only do i love your uber stories but i admire the intricate details you remember to post i wish i could say my job was as interesting as yours this book is written by a rideshare driver from the tampa bay area in florida it is a shared journal between the author and reader each page has a short story at the top about one of the author s driving experiences the rest of the page is left blank for the reader to free write any thoughts that come to mind live vicariously through the author s tales step inside a strip club with passengers clean some vomit and urine up and then venture on to the next rider laugh hysterically after almost veering off the road invite a pit bull into your backseat etc the experiences and conversations documented by this rideshare driver provide page after page of entertainment the material is appropriate for ages 18 and up this journal makes a great gift it can be given as a birthday present christmas gift new year s gift or just a treat for yourself sample story i pick up a group of three who want to go to jackson s bistro in tampa the guy in the backseat tells me he
Impacts of Ridesourcing – Lyft and Uber – on Transportation Including VMT, Mode-replacement, Parking, and Travel Behavior 2019-01-19

in may 2016 uber and lyft suspended services following the defeat of proposition 1 in austin tx in may 2017 they relaunched service after proposition 1 was overridden this paper describes a pilot study aimed at predicting whether those who are using services from other transportation network companies tncs will switch their choice to either uber or lyft at the time of writing this article uber and lyft are trying to increase their market share using an aggressive pricing strategy thus a survey at this stage will not reflect people s stable mode choice instead we use survey data collected between november 2016 and december 2016 when uber and lyft s service were still suspended that survey was primarily designed to understand the impact of service suspension on travel behavior however it included several relevant questions asking about users trip costs before and after the suspension whether they were satisfied with the current tnc service and whether they were inconvenienced by the lack of uber or lyft inferring from these surrogate responses we are able to make reasonable assumptions about who will switch back to uber or lyft and who will not once they resume service we hypothesize that people will not switch unless a given trip s cost saving is beyond

www.1docway.com
a positive threshold due to boundedly rational behavior based on this hypothesis we use probit regression to estimate a parameter describing the degree to which people are willing to switch termed indifference band among others the study revealed that the cohort of younger riders people who experience higher trip cost saving or individuals who are extremely inconvenienced by the service suspension or those who use tnc for social purposes have lower indifference bands and are thus more likely to switch to uber or lyft the results of this study will assist policy makers in understanding the impact of policy and regulations on people’s mode choice behavior

**Uber and Lyft, Ride Sharing, Not: Can You Really Make Money Driving for a Ride Sharing Company**

*2015-11-04*

**A Female Uber & Lyft Rideshare Driver's Journal 2017**

**Switching Behavior in Response to Re-Entry of Uber and Lyft**
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